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The diploma paper „Christianity in the modern Europe“ thesis about form of 
christianity in the european countries. These countries are Poland, Ireland, The Czech 
Republic, Netherlands, Germany and Italy. The emphasis of this article is situated in the 
derived analysis of international survey  European Value Study  from 1999. The basic 
theoretical resources are taken from classic theory of deconsecration, which availability 
is breaken from present point of view. In the first part of diploma paper is describe me-4
todology, which is based on interview with christian vicars. Then ensues analysis of
theoretical connections (definiton of religion, God, belief and christian worths). For 
global comprehension of present form of christianity in analyzed countries, is as the 
next  chapter, chapter about history, concretely about the important moments of history 
of each country. In the derived analysis is described differences between  Christians 
from analyzed countries. These differences  are in contorversial topics (homosexuality, 
suicide, abortion, divorce and euthanasia), in political view, in practising of faith and in 
the concrete articles, which are subjects of Christians belief. The diploma paper describes demographic
profile of christians too. Globally diploma paper straves to refer to 
invalidity of classic theory of deconsecration. The kind of religionism is changing and 
christianity faith is only about observance of institutional rules, which are different from 
state to state. And this is the mason, why are differences between chrstians from other 
states in topic, in which should theoretical exists agreement.
